youth

Junior golf
Instructed by Barry Wallin,
PGA golf professional
Emerald Greens One-Week Golf Camps 				
for Beginner and Intermediate golfers (ages 5-14)
Learn the game of golf. Develop and refine your skills in a small group setting. Rotate through
various stations learning the fundamentals of grip, stance, posture, full swing, putting, chipping
and pitching. Learn etiquette, strategy and efficiency. Students are grouped by age, ability level
and friends for maximum comfort. Appropriately sized clubs are available for use free-of-charge.
Fee also includes a t-shirt and bag tag. Open to all golfers who are new to the program and have
never played golf before. Makeup for rainout days will be held on Fridays. Barry Wallin and staff
Mon-Thu | 4 ses | $99
Jun 19-22 | 10-11:45am
12-1:45pm
2:30-4:15pm
		 4:30-6:15pm
		 7-8:45pm 		
Jun 26-29 | 10-11:45am
		 12-1:45pm
		2:30-4:15pm
		 4:30-6:15pm
			7-8:45pm
Jul 10-13 | 10-11:45am
		 12-1:45pm
		 2:30-4:15pm
		 4:30-6:15pm
		 7-8:45pm 		
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YBWGC-U1
YBWGC-U2
YBWGC-U3
YBWGC-U4
YBWGC-U5
YBWGC-U6
YBWGC-U7
YBWGC-U8
YBWGC-U9
YBWGC-U10
YBWGC-U11
YBWGC-U12
YBWGC-U13
YBWGC-U14
YBWGC-U15

Jul 17-20
|
		
		
		
		
Jul 24-27
|
		
		
		
Jul 31-Aug 3 |

10-11:45am | YBWGC-U16
12-1:45pm | YBWGC-U17
2:30-4:15pm | YBWGC-U18
4:30-6:15pm | YBWGC-U19
7-8:45pm
| YBWGC-U20
10-11:45am | YBWGC-U21
12-1:45pm | YBWGC-U22
2:30-4:15pm | YBWGC-U23
4:30-6:15pm | YBWGC-U24
10-11:45am | YBWGC-U25
12-1:45pm | YBWGC-U26
		 2:30-4:15pm | YBWGC-U27
4:30-6:15pm | YBWGC-U28

Parent/Child Golf Lessons			
(parents and children ages 5-14)

Intermediate and Advanced Summer Golf
Academy (ages 6-14)

It’s tee time! Develop the skills to learn a life-long sport to
enjoy with that special adult in your life. Lessons are designed
to provide a solid introduction to the game of golf for a
junior golfer and adult. Practice putting, chipping,
full swing I and II, safety, terminology and etiquette.
Emphasis will be made on helping you feel
comfortable and competent on the golf course. Fee
includes: four, one-hour lessons, a *three-hour oncourse lesson, use of all equipment, a youth t-shirt and
a bag tag. Makeup for rainout days in the May session
will be held on June 17; and on August 12 for the July
session. Barry Wallin and staff

Refine your golf skills as you work on full swing I, II, and III,
IV and V, putting, chipping, pitching, sand play and shot
trajectory. Play golf with one of our staff during each lesson
on one of the regulation courses. Learn terminology,
safety, etiquette, course management and rules. Discover
information regarding scholarships, competitive greatness
and game analysis. Open to all experienced junior golfers,
but designed with the avid golfer in mind. Fee includes:
12 lessons, video analysis of full swing, pre/post summer
game analysis, an embroidered Titleist hat, use of all
equipment, golf t-shirt, bag tag and playing privileges
during each lesson. Choose twelve, three hour sessions.
Please indicate days of the week (Mon, Tue or Wed) and
times (8-11am, 12:30-3:30pm or 6-9pm), when registering.
You may vary the days and times, if a conflict arises.
Makeup for rainout days will be held the week of August 7.
Barry Wallin and staff

Sat | 5 ses | $40 per person
May 13-Jun 10 | 1:30-2:30pm | skip May 27 | YBWPCG-S1
		 2:30-3:30pm | skip May 27 | YBWPCG-S2
3:30-4:30pm | skip May 27 | YBWPCG-S3
		 4:30-5:30pm | skip May 27 | YBWPCG-S4
*choose a 3 hour course lesson on Jun 19, 20 or 24 | 6pm
Jul 15-Aug 5 | 1:30-2:30pm | YBWPCG-U1
		 2:30-3:30pm | YBWPCG-U2
		 3:30-4:30pm | YBWPCG-U3
		 4:30-5:30pm | YBWPCG-U4
*choose a 3 hour course lesson on Aug 14, 15 or 19 | 5pm

Register now!
visit
call

WWW.district196.org/ce

651-423-7920

Mon-Wed | Jun 19-Aug 2 | 8-11am, 12:30-3:30pm or 6-9pm
12 ses | $375 | skip Jul 3, 4 & 5 | YBWSG-U1

more golf lessons on back . . .

Weekly Golf Lessons for Beginners
(age 5-14)

Develop your golf skills as you work on full swing I, II and putting,
chipping and pitching. Learn about safety, terminology and
etiquette. Fee includes: six lessons, use of all equipment,
golf t-shirt and bag tag. Recommended for new golfers and
returning campers who do not yet hit the ball consistently or
who have very little experience. Makeup for rainout days will be
held the week of August 7. Barry Wallin and staff
Fee: 6 ses | $149
Ages 5-12
Mon | Jun 19-Jul 31 | 9-10:45am | skip Jul 3 | YBWGB-U1
1:30-3:15pm | skip Jul 3 | YBWGB-U2
Tue | Jun 20-Aug 1 | 9-10:45am | skip Jul 4 | YBWGB-U3
1:30-3:15pm | skip Jul 4 | YBWGB-U4
Wed | Jun 21-Aug 2 | 9-10:45am | skip Jul 5 | YBWGB-U5
1:30-3:15pm | skip Jul 5 | YBWGB-U6
Thu | Jun 22-Aug 3 | 1:30-3:15pm | skip Jul 6 | YBWGB-U7
Ages 10-14
Mon | Jun 19-Jul 31 | 11am-12:45pm | skip Jul 3 | YBWGB-U8
3:30-5:15pm | skip Jul 3 | YBWGB-U9
Tue | Jun 20-Aug 1 | 11am-12:45pm | skip Jul 4 | YBWGB-U10
3:30-5:15pm | skip Jul 4 | YBWGB-U11
Wed | Jun 21-Aug 2 | 11am-12:45pm | skip Jul 5 | YBWGB-U12
		 3:30-5:15pm | skip Jul 5 | YBWGB-U13
Thu | Jun 22-Aug 3 | 11am-12:45pm | skip Jul 6 | YBWGB-U14
Ages 5-14
Mon | Jun 19-Jul 31 | 6-7:45pm | skip Jul 3 | YBWGB-U15
Tue | Jun 20-Aug 1 | 6-7:45pm | skip Jul 4 | YBWGB-U16
Wed | Jun 21-Aug 2 | 6-7:45pm | skip Jul 5 | YBWGB-U17

Weekly Golf Lessons for Intermediates
(ages 6-14)

Develop your golf skills as you
work on full swing I, II, and
III, putting, chipping,
pitching, sand play
and course strategy.
Also, learn about
safety, terminology
and etiquette. Fee
includes: six lessons,
six 9-hole green fees,
use of all equipment,
a golf t-shirt and a bag tag. You
will also play each week in the 8am Thursday morning league.
Makeup for rainout days will be held the week of August 7.
Barry Wallin and staff
Fee: 6 ses | $225
Ages 6-12
Mon | Jun 19-Jul 31 | 9-10:45am
1:30-3:15pm
Tue | Jun 20-Aug 1 | 9-10:45am
1:30-3:15pm
Wed | Jun 21-Aug 2 | 9-10:45am
1:30-3:15pm
Thu | Jun 22-Aug 3 | 1:30-3:15pm

| skip Jul 3
| skip Jul 3
| skip Jul 4
| skip Jul 4
| skip Jul 5
| skip Jul 5
| skip Jul 6

Ages 10-14
Mon | Jun 19-Jul 31 | 11am-12:45pm
3:30-5:15pm
Tue | Jun 20-Aug 1 | 11am-12:45pm
3:30-5:15pm
Wed | Jun 21-Aug 2 | 11am-12:45pm
3:30-5:15pm
Thu | Jun 22-Aug 3 | 11am-12:45pm

| YBWGI-U1
| YBWGI-U2
| YBWGI-U3
| YBWGI-U4
| YBWGI-U5
| YBWGI-U6
| YBWGI-U7

| skip Jul 3 | YBWGI-U8
| skip Jul 3 | YBWGI-U9
| skip Jul 4 | YBWGI-U10
| skip Jul 4 | YBWGI-U11
| skip Jul 5 | YBWGI-U12
| skip Jul 5 | YBWGI-U13
| skip Jul 6 | YBWGI-U14

Ages 6-14
Mon | Jun 19-Jul 31 | 6-7:45pm | skip Jul 3 | YBWGI-U15
Tue | Jun 20-Aug 1 | 6-7:45pm | skip Jul 4 | YBWGI-U16
Wed | Jun 21-Aug 2 | 6-7:45pm | skip Jul 5 | YBWGI-U17
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Barry Wallin, PGA golf professional, is a two-time MN State High School Golf Coach of the Year. He and his select staff of
experienced instructors are excellent at working with youth golfers. Location: Emerald Greens Golf Course, 14425 Goodwin
Ave, Hastings (just ten minutes east of Rosemount)

Register now!
visit

www.district196.org/ce

call

651-423-7920

District 196 does not discriminate in employment or in any of its programs and activities on the basis of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, status with regard to public assistance,
familial status, membership or activity in a local human rights commission, disability, sexual orientation, age or genetic information. District 196 provides equal access to designated youth groups. The
Director of Human Resources (651-423-7859) has been designated to respond to employment-related inquiries regarding the non-discrimination policies. The Director of Elementary Education (651-4237782) and the Director of Secondary Education (651-423-7712) have been designated to respond to student-related inquiries regarding the non-discrimination policies. The Director of Special Education
(651-423-7629) has been designated to respond to inquiries concerning the rights of a student with a disability. The mailing address for all directors is 3455 153rd Street W, Rosemount, MN 55068.
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